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Objective



To assess Marx’s hypotheses about economic development at the world level

How?

Compute Marxist variables from World Input-Output Database (WIOD)

Compute productive and unproductive activities from WIOD

Create a new panel dataset for 43 countries in the 2000-2014 period

Compare Marxist variables at the global level and at the country level

Compare results across different productive-unproductive classifications

Create a software in R that automates every step
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Marx



Axioms

Only productive human labor creates value in the capitalist mode of  production

Labor time directly and indirectly required to reproduce (not produce) a commodity determines its value

Competition forces companies to adopt capital-intensive labor-saving technology

Corollary

Profit originates from surplus value, the unpaid productive labor share of  value added

Value added  = unpaid productive labor + paid productive labor

= surplus value + value of  labor power

Rate of  surplus value = surplus value / value of  labor power

= unpaid productive labor / paid productive labor

= rate of  exploitation of  productive labor

Marx



Hypotheses

Capital-intensive labor-saving technology increases the organic composition of  capital (OCC)

OCC = value of  constant capital / value of  labor power 

= ‘capital-productive labor’ ratio in value terms

Capital-intensive labor-saving technology displaces productive labor, the source of  surplus value

Average profit rate tends to fall

r = surplus value / constant capital = rate of  surplus value / OCC

Because of  capital-intensive labor-saving tech, the OCC tends to rise faster than the rate of  surplus value

Companies need to increase the rate of  surplus value to counteract the fall in the profit rate

Rate of  surplus value tends to rise
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Hypotheses (summary)

‘Capital-productive labor’ ratio (OCC) tends to rise

Exploitation rate of  productive labor tends to rise

OCC tends to rise faster than the rate of  exploitation of  productive labor 

Average profit rate tends to fall as countries develop

Empirical evidence

Marx was right at the world level, but subject to important modifications
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Methodology



World Input-Output Database (WIOD):

WIOD = WIOT + SEA for 43 countries from 2000 to 2014

WIOT = multi-country input-output matrices 

= 2,474 rows by 2,687 columns for each year

SEA = country-level data on capital stock, wages, and employment

Convert the entire WIOD to Marxist variables in US dollars

Compute productive and unproductive activity from WIOT and SEA

Consolidate the transformed data into a panel dataset with 367 variables

For 43 countries + global aggregates

R software with 7,000 lines of  code to automate all steps (R code will be posted on GitHub soon)
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Most difficult computations:

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝐴,𝑖,𝑡
𝑊𝐼𝑂𝑇,𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝐴,𝑖,𝑡

𝑊𝐼𝑂𝑇,𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠 − 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑃𝐴 𝑃𝐴,𝑖,𝑡
𝑊𝐼𝑂𝑇,𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠

𝑁𝑒𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑈𝐴,𝑖,𝑡
𝑊𝐼𝑂𝑇,𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠 = 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑈𝐴,𝑖,𝑡

𝑊𝐼𝑂𝑇,𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠 − 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑈𝐴 𝑈𝐴,𝑖,𝑡
𝑊𝐼𝑂𝑇,𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑠

Two robustness tests:

First robustness test: 4 different classifications of  productive and unproductive activity

Second robustness test: compute variables with and without adjustment for self-employment
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Results



Marx was right at the world level, but subject to important modifications

Evidence at the global level

World profit rate falls because the OCC rises faster than the rise in the rate of  surplus value

Wage share of  productive labor is constant from 2000 to 2014

Global relocation of  value added and capital stock in productive activity towards China

Productive activity has risen in countries that gained weight in the global economy (China)

Unproductive activity has risen in countries that lost weight in the global economy (United States, Western 
Europe, and Japan)

Productive activity has grown faster than unproductive activity at the world level in terms of  output, capital 
stock, and employment
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Evidence at the country level

OCC and rate of  surplus value fall with economic development (real GDP per capita in dollars)

Because labor compensation is much higher in rich countries

Location-based inequality between countries dominates class-based inequality within countries

Profit rate does fall with economic development

But because of  the rise in the capital stock tied up in unproductive activity

As countries develop, unproductive activity grows faster than productive activity in terms of  output, capital 
stock, and employment

Despite the growth of  unproductive activity within countries, the massive relocation of  productive capital 
towards China ensures that productive activity grows faster than unproductive activity at the global level

Results



Robustness

2000-2014 is a period of  high globalization and deep global value chains

China became a member of  the WTO in 2001

Capitalism has become a truly global production system

Results are robust across 4 different classifications of  productive and unproductive activities

Only the levels of  the variables change across classifications, not their trends

Results are robust to the adjustment for self-employment
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Appendix



Data at the global level
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Data at the country level
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